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CORPORATE MOROCCO RWANDA SUMMARY APPENDICESBOTSWANA

The information contained in this confidential document (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Aterian plc (the “Company”). It has not been fully verified and is subject to material updating, revision and further amendment. This Presentation, which is not a financial promotion for the 
purposes of Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, is issued by the Company which accepts responsibility for the information contained herein.

Recipients of the Presentation are: (a) prohibited from using, or attempting to use, the information by acquiring or disposing of, directly or indirectly, financial instruments relating to that information for either their own account or that of a third party (Article 11(5)(b) MAR); (b) 
prohibited from using, or attempting to use, the information by cancelling or amending an order which has already been placed concerning a financial instrument to which the information relates (Article 11(5)(c) MAR); and (c) obliged to keep the information confidential (Article 
11(5)(d) MAR).

Novum is acting in the provision of corporate finance business to the Company, within the meaning of the Financial Conduct Authority’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook (“COBS”), and no-one else in connection with the proposals contained in this Presentation. Accordingly, 
recipients should note that Novum is neither advising nor treating as a client any other person and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to clients of Novum under the COBS nor for providing advice in relation to the 
proposals contained in this Presentation.

While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in 
relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as “Information”) 
and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed. Accordingly, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, 
statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation.

This Presentation may contain forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ materially from those expressed or implied by these statements. These forward-looking statements are statements regarding 
the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, the Company's results of operations, financial condition, prospects, growth, strategies and the industry in which the Company operates. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve 
risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this Presentation and the Company does not undertake any obligation to publicly release any 
revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this Presentation.

Neither the issue of this Presentation nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of commitment on the part of the Company to proceed with any transaction and the right is reserved to terminate any discussions or negotiations with any prospective investors. In no 
circumstances will the Company be responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal or investigation of the Company. In furnishing this Presentation, the Company does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the recipient with 
access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, this Presentation which may become apparent.

This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. In particular, this Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any 
securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. Any decision to subscribe for the Company’s securities must be made only on the basis of the information contained in the prospectus in its final 
form relating to the Company, which may be different to the information contained in this Presentation. Each party to whom this Presentation is made available must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as 
may be deemed necessary. In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters.

Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be (a) taken or transmitted into Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland, the Republic of South Africa or the United States of America (each a “Restricted Territory”), their territories or possessions; (b) distributed to any U.S. 
person (as defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended)) or (c) distributed to any individual outside a Restricted Territory who is a resident thereof in any such case for the purpose of offer for sale or solicitation or invitation to buy or subscribe 
any securities or in the context where its distribution may be construed as such offer, solicitation or invitation, in any such case except in compliance with any applicable exemption. The distribution of this document in or to persons subject to other jurisdictions may be restricted by 
law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.

Disclaimer

Aterian PLC 
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Ethical exploration, development and trading
of critical metals across Africa

Focused on creating shareholder value through 
building an integrated, sustainable business model

Near-term focus on advancing copper exploration in 
Morocco and building a metal trading business in 
Rwanda

Earn-in JV with Rio Tinto secured to explore and 
develop lithium opportunities in Rwanda

Assess acquisition opportunities to enhance existing 
project portfolio and progress with trading strategy

Large portfolio of critical metals in 
Morocco, Rwanda and Botswana

Rwanda JV with Rio Tinto allows 
for MRE for lithium, tantalum, 
niobium and tin

Targeting critical metals that 
are key to combatting 
climate change

Exposure to discoveries across 
various commodities 
and jurisdictions

Developing a Metal Trading entity in 
Rwanda to capture supply chain 
benefits

Our objective is to develop new, highly 
prospective critical metal 
resources with strong 
long-term fundamentals

18 Cu-Ag (+poly-metallic) projects, 
3 Li-Ta-Nb-Sn projects, 1 Li-brine 
project

Overview 

Aterian PLC 
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Board & Management Team

CHARLES BRAY
Chairman

Experience primarily focused in investment 
management, capital markets and financial
structuring for small and mid-sized companies.

30+ years of experience as an investment banker 
(Paribas & Credit Suisse) and chief executive of a UK-
based investment management company.

Raised >$1.0 bn of capital via multiple investment 
structures, including equity and equity-linked debt 
issues.

SIMON ROLLASON
CEO & Director

Simon has 30 years of international management and 
mining experience building companies, with Directorships 
held with several LSE (AIM) listed companies.

A geologist experienced in varied and diversified 
geological and geographic mining and exploration 
environments.

Strong operational background in African countries and 
within the CIS.

KASRA PEZESHKI
Non-Executive Director

Has over 17 years of experience in investment banking, 

structured finance, and private equity at institutions 

such as UBP, Morgan Stanley, Adveq, Bank of America 

and Enveq in London, New York, Geneva, and Zurich. He 

is the co-founder and director of Enveq Investments.

Kasra holds a 1st Class BSc (Hons) degree from the 

Electrical and Electronic Engineering Department of the 

University of Hertfordshire and an MSc in Computer 

Science from Imperial College London.

DEVON MARAIS
Non-Executive Director

Devon was appointed as a Non-Executive Director in
August 2018, as part of an investment agreement with
ARQ Minerals.

Devon holds directorate positions in five companies 
spanning a range of business segments.

Devon’s role in ARQ is Head of Acquisitions, directly 
relates to Aterian’s short-term plans.

ALISTER HUME
Non-Executive Director

Alister is an experienced investment and business 
development manager working in private equity and
capital markets in the natural resources industry.

He holds a Bachelor of Commerce (Finance and
Accounting) from Sydney.

Currently, the Executive VP Business Development for
Elemental Altus Royalties Corp, Alister was appointed 
to the Board on the October 2022 IPO.Aterian PLC 

Wide in-house Expertise and Experience:

GRAHAM DUNCAN
CFO

Graham is a UK-based chartered accountant with more 
than 25 years of capital markets experience. He holds the 
Corporate Finance Diploma issued by the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. 

Since 2013, Graham has run a consultancy business 
providing transaction support and financial reporting 
advice to growing private and public companies in the UK 
and internationally.

Aterian PLC 
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Critical raw material production and their supply 
is economically and strategically important globally

ESSENTIAL FOR A GREEN FUTURE
Secure and sustainable supply required by critical and strategic sectors, such as renewable energy, digital 
and e-mobility

CUSTOMER-DRIVEN DEMAND
End users of critical and strategic metals looking to secure long-term supply

INCREASING PRESSURE AND COMPETITION FOR RESOURCES 
Dependence on critical raw materials may soon replace dependence on oil

RAPIDLY RISING DEMAND
OECD forecasts global demand will more than double by 2060

Critical & Strategic Metals

MOROCCO
Cu, Ag, Au, Zn, Sn

RWANDA
Li, Ta, Nb, Sn, W

Aterian PLC 

Critical minerals such as copper, lithium, nickel, cobalt and rare earth elements are essential 
components in many of today’s rapidly growing clean energy technologies

BOTSWANA
Cu, Ag, Li
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Strategy - From Exploration to Trading

Aterian PLC 
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CONFLICT MINERAL POLICY - Supporting the OECD and EU guidelines preventing armed groups in the 
DRC and adjacent countries from benefitting from the sourcing of Conflict Minerals

LOCAL COMMUNITY SUPPORT - Improving service levels to clients whilst acting fairly in dealings with 
suppliers and third parties
 
ENVIRONMENT - Minimising impact on the environment is a company focus. This includes reducing our 
carbon footprint and water usage, reforestation, and protecting biodiversity

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT - Dedicated to providing training and development opportunities to staff 
members

CLEAN WATER INITIATIVE - Helped provide clean drinking water to approx. 26,000 school children and 
teachers in Rwanda

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE - The Company conforms to the QCA Corporate Governance Code and applies 
this to all its subsidiaries

Delivering Critical Metals with Low Impact 

Aterian PLC 

It is our responsibility and in our long-term interests to be a responsible investor

Integrating ESG in investment decision-making and active ownership practices
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Morocco
  Tier One Investment Destination

Aterian PLC 
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Morocco – Emerging African Mining Powerhouse 

Mining accounts for 35 % of foreign trade and 6 % of GDP (www.ceicdata.com)

Real GDP annual growth increased to 3 % in the first half of 2023 (worldbank.org)

Free Trade Agreements with the US and Europe enhance long-term value proposition 

Ranked No.2 African mining jurisdiction in the Fraser Institute’s 2022 Investment Attractiveness Index and 
No.5 globally

Foreign firms benefit from free profit repatriation

SUPPORTIVE GOVERNMENT
 
Attractive mining code and strong governmental 
backing behind a developing mining industry 

SKILLED WORKFORCE
 
Already an important producer of phosphate as 
well as precious and base metals 

MODERN INFRASTRUCTURE
 
Stable constitutional monarchy with modern 
transport and power infrastructure 

2nd 

largest 
phosphate 

producer in the 
world - 2023

897 
km²

Prospective 
ground for 
strategic 
metals

1st
Africa’s 

leading silver 
producer

17
Aterian mineral

projects

ESTABLISHED MINING INDUSTRYATERIAN PORTFOLIO

Energy reforms to foster the development of the country’s industry in the sectors of renewable energy

Aterian PLC 
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Morocco – Strong Copper-Silver Portfolio

17  highly prospective exploration projects in Morocco

Primarily targeting COPPER in addition to Ag, Sn, Zn, Pb, and Au

Most projects are located close to historic and ongoing mining operations

Projects located primarily in the Anti-Atlas Mountains as well as in the High-
Atlas and Central Morocco

Anti-Atlas is highly prospective for sedimentary-hosted copper mineralisation

Current work plans are focusing on three key projects – AGDZ, TATA and AZRAR

Selected past sample results from the portfolio include:

• Agdz: multiple old workings with zones up to 26.5 % Cu and 445 g/t Ag

• Tata: sedimentary copper grades up to 7.02 % Cu

• Azrar: initial assay grades up to 3.79 % Cu and 56 g/t Ag in breccia

• Jebilet Est: assay grades up to 4.43 % Cu hosted in qtz-carbonate veins

• Izougza: initial assay grades up to 8.37 % in breccia

Aterian PLC 
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Work Plan - Advance and Develop 3 Key Copper Projects 

Projects are located in the highly prospective Anti-Atlas mountain range, which hosts numerous world-class mineral deposits, including:

Imiter Ag mine (131 Moz at 500 g/t Ag)    |    Bouazzer Co mine (16 Kt at 1.0 % Co)    |    Tizert mine (56.8 Mt at 1.03 % Cu and 23 g/t Ag)  

AGDZ

34.36 km2 held under mining licence, valid to 2031

Hydrothermal-structurally controlled target with 
parallel alteration corridors and hard-rock 
workings

Five significant Cu-Ag prospects covering an area 
of approximately 8 km2

14 km southwest of the BouSkour Cu-Ag mine

Rock-chip samples have returned assay results up 
to 26.5 % Cu and 448 g/t Ag

Ground truth geophysics to define drill targets. 
Drill towards a maiden Mineral Resource Estimate

TATA

154 km2 Tata project is comprised of ten licence 
blocks

Sedimentary hosted copper identified in outcrop

c.17 km strike target host package untested

Historic copper and gold occurrences

Reconnaissance sampling up to 7.02 % Cu

Planning wide-spaced stratigraphic profiles and 
sampling to confirm the target extent

50 km southeast of Managem’s Tizert copper-
silver development project 

AZRAR

99 km2 Tata project comprises six licence blocks

Sedimentary hosted copper identified in outcrop

Up to 3.41 % Cu and 56 g/t Ag in volcanic breccia 
and 1.0 % Cu and 16 g/t Ag from a ferruginous 
stratiform bed

Hosts several historical occurrences

Reconnaissance mapping and sampling underway

Only 50 % of the licence explored to date

40 km east of Managem’s Tizert copper-silver 
development project

Aterian PLC 
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AGDZ – Copper & Silver Potential

A land package of 34.36 km² located in the prospective Eastern Anti-Atlas of Morocco

 Mapping, rock chip sampling, ground geophysics and reconnaissance trenching completed to date

 Located in an active mining district, 14 km from the Bouskour Cu-Ag mine (Managem)

 25 km SE from the Noor Solar Power Plant

 100% owned by Aterian through Moroccan subsidiaries

High-grade
Ag-Cu and Au mineralisation

Five key prospects
Defined to date for Ag & Cu, two for Cu, Au & Ag

>15 Artisanal mine workings identified

576m of reconnaissance trenching :
13.7 m @ 0.37 % Cu & 13.2 g/t Ag
14.1 m @ 0.65 % Cu & 36.5 g/t Ag

Rock sampling includes:
448 g/t Ag, 26.50 % Cu and 3.74 g/t Au

IP & ground magnetic surveys 
over priority targets

Aterian PLC 

Strong structural control on copper and silver mineralisation in brittle wrench fault system

Hydrothermal alteration packages up to 33 m wide (chlorite-silica-iron-potassic-clay) at Amzwaro

Copper oxides are dominant at the surface with additional chalcopyrite, chalcocite and covellite

Multiple geophysical anomalies mapped and planned for ground follow-up
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AMZWARO PROSPECT

- Multiple zones up to 2 km long and 200 m wide

- Individual alteration zones up to 33 m in width

- Results include rock chip grades of 4.82 % Cu, 189 
g/t Ag and 1.91 g/t Au

Trenching at Amzwaro

MINIERE PROSPECT

- 150 m long and 90 m wide area, historic small-
scale mining complex

- Exploiting multiple sub-parallel copper-rich zones

- Results include rock chip and spoil sample grades 
of 13.05 % Cu, 12.90 g/t Ag and 0.49 g/t Au

Historical working at Makarn

MAKARN PROSPECT

- Mineralised dykes, shears and veins over 2.8 km 
strike length 

- Rock chip grades of 26.5 % Cu and 448 g/t Ag

- New Makarn North prospect outcrop sampling, 
including 3.50 % Cu and 308 g/t Ag 

Artisanal working at Miniere

AGDZ – Known Copper-Silver Prospects

Aterian PLC 
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TATA – Sedimentary hosted copper

Aterian PLC 
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AZRAR – Sedimentary hosted copper

Aterian PLC 
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JEBILET EST Vein-hosted copper project

Aterian PLC 

THE NEXT KEY PROJECT IN THE PORTFOLIO
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Rwanda
  The New Lithium Frontier in Africa 

Aterian PLC 
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Rwanda – A New African Lithium Province

ONE OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST PRODUCERS OF 
TIN, TUNGSTEN AND TANTALUM

2nd FASTEST GROWING ECONOMY IN AFRICA, 
OFFERING AN ARRAY OF INVESTMENT 
INCENTIVES FOR INVESTORS
(www.rdb.rw)

3
High-

potential 
mineral 
projects

18% 
of global 
tantalum 

production 
from Rwanda 

(2022)

>3,000ha
prospective  
for critical & 

strategic 
metals 

Recent mining code changes implementing international regulatory framework are 
attractive to foreign investors

The mining sector is the second largest export in the Rwandan economy (36% in 2019) 
(www.worldstopexports.com)

Rapidly growing mining industry – government aims to increase contribution to GDP 
from 1.2% to 5.7%

No foreign exchange controls – currency freely convertible

All mineral exports are traceable through a tagging system accepted by downstream 
buyers

EARN-IN JV TO DEVELOP 
THE LITHIUM OPPORTUNITY
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Rwanda Business Model

PARTNERSHIP & DEVELOPEMENT TRADING

Project pipeline growth through deal flow and 
licence ownership

Entering partnerships with existing small-scale 
producing and near-production assets 

Focus on LOW COST/LOW CAPEX and SHORT 
LEAD-IN revenue-producing opportunities 

Trade through the Trading Division for improved 
margins

Near-term revenues from Mine Development and Trading to fund future exploration – An integrated, sustainable business model  

Aterian PLC 

EARN-IN JOINT VENTURES

Introduce world-renowned partners to manage 
and fund exploration 

Earn-in JV with Rio Tinto to fund and operate 
exploration activities targeting Lithium

Stage 1 – US$ 3 million for 51%
Stage 2 – US$ 4.5 million for 75%

Provides cash in-flow and significant shareholding 
in any future production opportunities

Trading Licence allows buy-in opportunities and 
better offshore pricing 

ITSCI membership

Improve ASM project economics by mechanised 
mining and processing for greater throughput and 
return

Providing financial and technical assistance to 
ASM groups as part of the greater ESG programme

Highly prospective region for rare metal 
pegmatites and magmatic-hydrothermal 
Sn—W vein mineralisation

Mineralisation related to deeply 
weathered, rare metal hosting pegmatites 
enriched in Li, Ta, Nb and Sn

Evidence of mineralised (Li–Ta–Nb) 
pegmatite swarm with little to no historical 
detailed exploration 
work
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HCK JV – RIO TINTO Earn-in JV

Part of the Earn-in JV with Rio Tinto targeting the bedrock lithium potential, signed in August 2023

Rio Tinto to spend up to US$ 7.5 million in two phases to earn a 75% interest

Aterian discovered 19 pegmatite zones, with Rio actively exploring the licence

The main zone, HCK-1, follows an NW-trending ridge, extending for c. 2,500 m with widths up to 100 m in places

Geochemical elemental fertility analyses indicate lithium potential in the fresh underlying bedrock

Numerous historical ASM workings are identified along the pegmatite, further evidence of mineralised potential

Good local infrastructure and abundant fresh water supply for future mineral processing

HCK-1 is considered the priority target with licence-wide drilling commencing H1-2024

HCK-1 Pegmatite extent: at least 2,500 m  

Aterian PLC 
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Rwanda Metal Trading

Tin, Tungsten, Tantalum (3Ts) trading in the Great Lakes Region

Rwanda exports 16% of the global tantalum market, with Kigali a regional hub for 3Ts trading

Aterian holds a Rwanda metal Trading License, allowing the purchase and export of 3T 
metals

ITSCI membership approved 

Trade finance partnerships and credit facilities (no shareholder dilution) are being negotiated

Advanced discussions with a major metals refinery to process concentrates

The trading team have extensive trading, traceability, and technical experience

The trading compound in Kigali is completed

Competitive payment terms to attract partners include partial payment on internal assays

Equipment leasing and technical assistance offered to artisanal/ small-scale miners

The Partnership trading model aligned with Rwanda’s long-term mining development goals

Aterian PLC 

Head Office and Trading Centre

Upgrading Facility
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Botswana
  A Battery Metal Destination in Africa 
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Botswana – Kalahari Copperbelt and Lithium Brines

Mining accounts for 85 % of foreign trade and 19.9% of GDP (www.statsbots.org.bw, www.trade.gov) 

Real GDP growth (2022) of 5.8 % (worldbank.org)

Interim Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) with the EU. Membership of SACU and SADC

Ranked No.1 African mining jurisdiction in the Fraser Institute’s 2022 Investment Attractiveness Index and 
No.4 globally (after the USA, Australia and Canada)

No foreign exchange controls - free repatriation of profits, dividends and capital

The Ministry of Energy actively seeking to diversify the minerals sector from its dependence on the 
diamond industry.

1st 

Africa’s No.1 
Country on 

2022 
Investment 

Attractiveness 
Index

3,516 
km²

Prospective 
ground for 
strategic 
metals

1st
World’s 
leading 

producer of 
diamonds by 

value

2
Aterian mineral

projects

ESTABLISHED MINING INDUSTRYATERIAN PORTFOLIO

SUPPORTIVE GOVERNMENT
 
A strongly democratic country, being politically 
and socially supportive of mining with a well-
established regulatory framework

SKILLED WORKFORCE
 
Long and active mining sector with a workforce 
that is well educated; 88.2% are literate and 
most speak English

MODERN INFRASTRUCTURE
 
Well-developed infrastructure, with a highly 
efficient road system and rail network

Aterian PLC 
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Sedimentary Hosted Copper & Lithium Brine

Licences are held by 90% Aterian-owned Atlantis Metals (Pty) 
Ltd, a private Botswana registered company

One prospecting licence covering 999 km2 located in the 
world-renowned Kalahari Copperbelt (“KCB”)

November 2023, China’s MMG Ltd announced a US$ 1.87 
billion deal to acquire the Khoemacau Copper Mine in the KCB

Three prospecting licences covering 2,517 km2, located east 
and south of Sua Pan, part of the Makgadikgadi Pans

The Department of Mines designates the administrative area 
covering the Makgadikgadi as a Lithium Zone (mining 
cadastre)

Licences are located close to infrastructure, mining 
operations and areas of active mineral exploration

Aterian PLC 
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Kalahari Copperbelt - KCB

The NE-trending Proterozoic belt, 800km long by up to 250km wide, 
stretches from northern Botswana into eastern Namibia

The KCB district is similar in setting to the Central African 
Copperbelt sediment-hosted deposits of Zambia and DRC

The belt contains copper-silver mineralisation, which is generally 
stratabound and hosted in metasedimentary rocks that have been 
folded, faulted and metamorphosed to greenschist facies during the 
Damara Orogeny

Sediments at the base of the D’Kar Formation (on the contact with 
lower Ngwako Pan Formation) host copper sulphide minerals 

The outstanding potential has been hidden under the Kalahari sand 
cover 

In 2021, the state-owned Botswana Power Corporation 
commissioned the Northwest Transmission Grid Project to supply 
mining projects in the KCB with reliable, cost-effective power. 

999 km2

Aterian PLC 
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Sua Pan – Lithium Brine Opportunity

Three recently granted prospecting licences covering 2,517 km2 
over the eastern region of the Makgadikgadi Pans in northern 
Botswana

The main target commodity is lithium hosted in near-surface brines

Lithium brine deposits are accumulations of saline groundwater 
that are enriched in dissolved lithium that form in a closed-basin 
system 

Historical data reported in a 1980s study of the Sua Pan brines by 
the US Trade and Development Program indicated anomalous 
Lithium values

Samples collected from the northern area of Sua Pan returned 
values of 103, 117 and 223 mg/l Li (the source and precise location 
is unknown)

Recent processing developments such as Direct Lithium Extraction 
(DLE) reducing carbon, time, and costs

DLE uses a resin or adsorption material to extract only lithium, while 
spent brine is reinjected into the basin aquifers with no aquifer 
depletion or harm to the environment

Aterian PLC 

2,517 km2
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Aterian PLC 
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AFRICAN Cu-Ag (+ POLY-METALLIC) AND LITHIUM PROJECTS
Multi-commodity & multi-jurisdiction

LARGE PORTFOLIO
Opportunity for investors to participate in multiple discoveries 

PARTNERSHIP WITH GLOBAL TIER-1 MINING COMPANY
Earn-in JV with Rio Tinto to develop the lithium opportunity in Rwanda

BUILDING A NEAR-TERM REVENUE STREAM
Establishing an ITSCI-compliant mineral concentrate trading division 

CRITICAL METALS KEY TO COMBAT CLIMATE CHANGE
A vital part of delivering commitments on the European Green Deal 

GLOBAL INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE ENERGY
Mineral intensive, putting pressure on the global supply chain

EXPECTED SURGE IN COPPER DEMAND
3.5 Mt supply gap forecast by 2030

Summary

Aterian PLC 

• EXPLORE

• PARTNER

• TRADE
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27-28 Eastcastle Street, 
London
W1W 8DH, 
United Kingdom

info@aterianplc.com

www.aterianplc.com

Contacts

Aterian PLC 
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Aterian PLC 
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Appendix: Copper – Positive Long-Term Outlook

FUNDAMENTAL
Use in energy generation, transmission infrastructure, energy storage, construction, telecoms 
and automobile manufacturing

DEMAND
Cu price remains strong at $8,550 / Mt (Dec 2023)
 
LONG TERM
The 2027 EOY forecast is $9,000 / Mt (IMF, World Bank, and Australian Gov.)

SUPPLY
Underinvestment in copper over the past decade – 3.5 million tonne supply gap currently 
expected by 2030

MARKET TRANSITION
Future demand growth driven by increased power generation/transmission and rapidly 
developing renewable energy and EV sectors 

Aterian PLC 

Near-term oversupply but structural deficit remains

EV sales approaching 40 million in 2030, requiring 2 Mt 
of additional copper
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Appendix: Lithium – Short-term Surplus BUT Long-term Demand Growth

Aterian PLC 

DEMAND
In 2030, the global demand for lithium is expected to surpass 2.9 million metric tons of 
lithium carbonate equivalent (LCE), doubling the demand forecast for 2025. 

Increases in battery demand for electric vehicles will be a strong driver of lithium 
consumption in the next decade, with demand expected to reach 4.6 million tons by 
2035. (statista.com)

SUPPLY
Global lithium supply is expected to enter a deficit relative to demand by 2025 as demand 
for the metal ramps up.

The world produced 540,000 metric tons of lithium in 2021, and by 2030, the World 
Economic Forum projects that global demand will reach over 3 million metric tons.

Forecasts suggest that the overall lithium market will see a supply surplus in the coming 
years but will not keep pace with that of the demand

MARKET TRANSITION
According to S&P Global Commodity Insights forecasts, EV sales are set to reach 13.8 
million in 2023 but will skyrocket to over 30 million by 2030. 

The global lithium market was valued at $37.8 billion in 2022 and is projected to grow 
from $22.2 billion in 2023 to $89.9 billion in 2030.

Image source: Visualcapitalist.com
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Appendix: Greener Metals in Rwanda

ROAD TO DECARBONISATION

• Growth in renewable energy and electric vehicle sectors is needed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

• New green sectors are extremely mineral intensive, relying on a small number of critical metals.

• Mining companies looking to start sourcing electricity renewably and prioritising ESG (Environmental Social Governance).

TANTALUM – NIOBIUM (COLTAN) TIN – AN EMERGING ’GREEN’ METAL

Coltan – natural oxide mineral consisting of 
tantalum and niobium

Rapidly growing demand driven by the uptake of EVs 
and mobile devices using Ta and Nb capacitors

Global tantalum CAGR (2023 – 2028) 5.83%

Rwanda produced c.16 % of global tantalum in 2020

Strong near-term prices forecast – commercial 
payable value in-country based only on Ta2O5 
content 

Forecasts for tin market growth of 2.59 % (CAGR) for 
the period 2023 - 2028 (mordorintelligence.com)

Widely used for solder in electronics and Li-ion 
batteries, including in EVs

Solar emerging as a major tin use (ITA Nov 2022)

June 2023 prices: US$ 26,800 / t, with longer-term 
(2027) forecasts of  US$ 35,000 / t (Macquarie Dec 
2022)

Demand for tin will surge as the technology 
Supercycle brings unprecedented opportunities for 
the tin industry (ITA Dec 2022)

Aterian PLC 

LITHIUM

Major factors driving the market studied are the 
accelerating demand for electric vehicles

Increasing usage and demand for portable 
consumer electronics

Rapidly growing demand driven by the uptake of EVs 
and mobile devices using Ta and Nb capacitors

Global lithium CAGR (2023 – 2028) 19.57% (LCE)

A new opportunity for Rwanda
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Appendix: Morocco Agdz Project – Amzwaro & Makarn Prospects

Aterian PLC 
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Appendix: Morocco Agdz Project – Miniére Prospect Historic Mining

Aterian PLC 
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Appendix: Morocco Agdz Project – Geophysical Interpretation

Three types of deformation elements are identified from the interpretation

• Regional faults with a NE trend, forming a strike-slip (“horsetail”) structure; 

• Subordinate faults and/or shears also exhibiting a NE trend; and 

• Faults with a N-S trend. 

The N-S trend faults, especially where they intersect with NE-SW trend faults, potentially 
play a significant role in controlling Cu-Ag mineralisation.

Analysis of available data demonstrates that magnetometry is the preferred method for 
the interpretation of the geological structures
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Appendix: Rwanda HCK 1

Aterian PLC 

Typical HCK Kaolinised Pegmatite Tantalum-Niobium (Coltan) Crystals Abandoned Artisanal Mine Workings on HCK-1
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Rwanda Musasa Project

Upside through additional evaluation

Application for new 400-hectare, 100% owned exploration licence pending approval

Exploration expenditure and operations to be undertaken by Rio Tinto

Pegmatite-hosted Tantalum-Niobium with subordinate tin-bearing quartz veins

Multiple surface mineral indicators suggest strong potential for pegmatite discovery

Several zones of artisanal and historic mining have been identified

Working with local cooperatives to improve their mineral processing recovery rates

Aterian PLC 

Sampling the Kassava Pegmatite

Western Musasa Licence Area
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Rwanda Trading and Traceability

Providing Assurance and Confidence of Material Sources to Down-stream 
Buyers

Rwanda subsidiary, Eastinco Ltd, granted membership to the ITSCI programme

International Tin Supply Chain Initiative (ITSCI) is a programme for responsible mineral 
supply chains

The ITSCI programme supports better governance, human rights, and stability in 
conflict-affected areas and monitors supply chains, allowing metal users to 
demonstrate responsible sourcing of raw materials within the framework of the ITSCI 
principles

The ITSCI standards align with the OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible 
Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas (2016)

Aterian PLC 
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Aterian Resources 
MOROCCO

Cu, Ag, Au, Zn, Sn

Atlantis Metals 
BOTSWANA

Cu, Ag, Li

Eastinco Ltd 
RWANDA

Li, Ta, Nb, Sn, W
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• RIO TINTO JV - 2,750 hectares
• 19 large pegmatite zones known

• 400 hectares
• 4 pegmatite zones discovered

Corporate Structure

Kinunga Mining Ltd
HCK JV (Rwanda)

Adrar Resources S.A.R.L A.U
(Morocco)

Azru Resources S.A.R.L A.U
(Morocco)

Aterian Resources Ltd
(UK)

Atlantic Minerals Ltd
(Seychelles)

Eastinco Ltd
(Rwanda)

Dynasty JV
(Rwanda)

Musasa Mining Ltd
Kuaka JV (Rwanda)

ATERIAN PLC
(UK)

Eastinco ME Ltd
(UK)

50%

100% 100%

70%

85%

100%

50%

100%

100%

Aterian PLC 

• 400 hectares (licence application submitted) 
• Multiple surface mineral indicators identified

• 2 Projects
• 102 km2 over 7 permits 

• 15 Projects
• 795 km2 over 53 permits 

Metal Trading Division
(Rwanda)50% Atlantis Metals (Pty) Ltd

(Botswana)

Strat Co Ltd
(Isle of Man)

• 4 exploration licences 
• Total licence area 3,516 km2

100%

100%

90%
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